Enterprise Communications Network
Network Highlights

While the majority of the CFISD staff had the week of Spring Break off, many members of the ECN team
decided to take advantage of the flexible schedule and complete several miscellaneous tasks.
Thomas Hollister and Glen Carpenter worked with David Deitsch from Presidio to complete the following tasks
at Campbell MS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The module providing extra ports in the 4500 was removed from Anthony MS and swapped with the blank
off plate at Campbell
Closet H stack 80 was separated into stacks 80 and 82 and connected to the 4500
Closet I stack 90 was separated into stacks 90 and 92 and connected back to the 4500
Configuration files were written for the 2 new stacks
The ports on the 4500 were re-arranged to move the portables to the last part as has become the standard,
the hub connection was brought up in port T1/2, and the closet connections were accommodated in the
correct order
The 4500 was reconfigured to accommodate all of the these changes correctly
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Monday, March 14, 2016, Glen Carpenter reset the GFI breaker for Moore
ES IDF-C closet, so David Deitsch from Presidio could upgrade the router
IOS.

Oscar Villar corrected a DHCP issue at Anthony MS which affected BYOT
and Visitor wireless access.
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Glen
Carpenter

Glen Carpenter worked with Phonoscope to identify and correct fiber
labeling issues at various sites throughout the district.

Elizabeth
Montes

Tony Rogers also followed up for Elizabeth Montes on connectivity issues at
the Cy Ridge HUB. Previously, David Deitsch from Presidio and Elizabeth
Montes had connected the schools from the north side to the Cy Ridge Hub.
However, there is something wrong with the Frame 3461. Therefore, Tony
worked with Phonoscope to troubleshoot the connectivity issue.

Anna
Senties

Tony Rogers stepped up and handled a complete switch failure at ALC/ABC
IDF-B closet, since Anna Senties was out for spring break.

Tony
Rogers

Charles Newton Roland Padilla Andrew Tran

Additional miscellaneous tasks performed throughout the district during
spring break:

Thomas
Hollister

Oscar Villar
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